
Sunday morning in Liverpool….wet and grey...and what did you really expect! 
 
Flew Emirates via Dubai to Gatwick and then back to Docklands.  It’s been a hectic week and I’m visiting some friends 
in Liverpool over the Easter weekend.  Back to London tomorrow and off to Oxford for a break next Friday.  In between 
I’ll try to pretend it’s business as usual...but it’s a holiday really. 
 
My new computer arrived this week and I’ve been fettling it.  Transferring material and programmes is a bind and I’m 
still not done.  I’m writing this newsletter on my “little” HP which is what I’ll now take on trips and leave the monster Dell 
on the desk.  I will though be buying another monitor so that I can run the laptop and 2 external monitors. 
 
The Stormers remain unbeaten and England finally win a test so that’s a good week of sport.  It’s ironic that I can watch 
more English sport on DSTV in Cape Town than I can in London so I’m going to get a bit behind with the sport for the 
next couple of weeks. 
 
I’m enjoying writing reviews on Trip Advisor and I’m finding it an invaluable source of travel information.  Once you filter 
out the top and bottom prejudices then the comments are usually right on the money. 
 
Off to Delamere Forest for lunch in the pouring rain.
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This week we used, read, visited, played with... 

Let’s share some great film moment s for a few weeks.  Check this out...is this not the best melodrama of all time: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rEWaqUVac3M&list=PL97A38807B49520EE&index=5&feature=plpp_video 

Absolute fave movie...what a script. 

On the plane from Dubai I watched The Artist...absolutely wonderful film...enjoyed every minute and War Horse which is 

a waste of both time and money and I can hardly remember a more sickly sentimental film. 

My new Dell also means new HDMI and Displayport cables and adapters all round.  All I need now is to be able to 

afford a hi res monitor. 

(04-02) 10:04 PDT PHILADELPHIA (AP) -- 

The sidewalk lanes for the digitally distracted may be a joke but officials in Philadelphia want the public to know the issue is no laughing 

matter. 

Lines on some sidewalks near City Hall now designate part of the pavement as "e-lanes" suitable for chronic texters and digital music 

aficionados — although only through the end of the week. 

The April Fools' Day prank is one way city officials, in particular Mayor Michael Nutter, are trying to draw attention to the danger of 

inattentive pedestrians. 

The lines, signage and sidewalk graphics — depicting a pedestrian peering down at a hand-held device — will stick around part of John F. 

Kennedy Boulevard through the week. 

A bogus video released for the new lanes shows Nutter being cut off mid-interview by an oblivious pedestrian, played by Streets 

Department Deputy Commissioner Steven Buckley."Sidewalk safety is important," Nutter noted just after his mock interview was disrupted. 

The video also features a rowdy band of anti-texting protesters. 

All kidding aside, officials said distracted pedestrians are a serious issue the city plans to address. 
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Customer lifetime value 

 
I had a disagreement this week with my regular taxi company that takes me back and 
forward to the airport in Cape Town. 
 
You don’t need to know the grisly details but suffice it to say that the sum of money involved 
was R100...about $15 US. 
 
As a result of their lack of cooperation over what was some pretty sharp practice on their 
behalf I’m now an ex customer and I’ll be doing my best to persuade other users to become 
ex customers as well. 
 
Their inability to be flexible on a trivial sum will cost them several multiples of that in the long 
run.  The learning point is to remember what the lifetime value of a customer is and then 
base your practices and policies on that sum...notwithstanding the recommendation value of 
that customer. 
 
It seems perverse to want to win a $15 battle and lose a $100 war on something of no great 
importance or principle. 
 
Remember what your customers are worth lifetime...it’s more than you can ever believe. 
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Muck your cards 

 
When you’ve got a bad poker hand you just chuck your cards in.  If you’ve already paid an ante 
then the money has gone. 
 
At the same time you might go one betting round into the hand and then realise that the hand is 
poor...so you chuck it in rather than throw good money after bad. 
 
Negotiation is similar.  If you factor into a deal the cost of your time and energy then there are 
deals that are just not worth doing. 
 
I’m really quite happy to role over and die for trivial sums and money and save my energy for 
bigger enterprises. 
 
I had a friend who used to negotiate everything.  In the end it wore him down and he lost his 
edge. 
 
Some deals are just not worth the effort...just chuck your cards in and wait until you get a better 
hand. 


